
TOUCH PRODUCTS



Work Order Touch
 » The Elite Work Order Touch software is designed to allow your maintenance staff to enter time and 

materials inventory for Work Order tasks as performed in the field.  Staff can enter additional tasks 
as needed to a work order as well.  The system can be setup with real time access to the Elite system 
to allow emergency work orders to be sent to staff throughout the day.  The Elite Work Order Touch 
solution will significantly reduce the time currently required to manually enter the staff time and 
inventory used for each work order.  Additionally, the product requires less than an hour training 
for maintenance personnel, stores data locally and auto-syncs upon wireless connection and is 
compatible with windows tablets and mobile devices (Windows 8.1 and Windows 10).  
 
Key Features
 » Application available from the Microsoft Windows Store
 » Simple, user-friendly design and intuitive workflow
 » Work order urgency color coded for easy organization
 » Interactive map displays your location and next assignment
 » Drill down capability so you can easily see the specifics of a work order
 » Track the time spent and materials used on each work order 

HQS Touch
 » The Elite HQS Touch product allows inspections to be completed while in the field and handles 

user-defined types of inspections such as annual, initial, housekeeping, etc. Elite can automatically 
schedule an inspection with the same inspector if the unit fails inspection, or in case of a no entry or no 
show. This intuitive response makes the job easier and less time consuming for inspection schedulers. 
The system also comes with a predefined checklist from the standard form HUD-52580; however, 
the users can create additional or modify existing checklist items. Additionally, with Elite, housing 
authorities have the ability to attach electronic pictures and documents to inspections for historical 
retrieval. P
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Gives maintenance 
personnel the freedom to 

complete their job while in 
the field

User-friendly design and 
intuitive workflow makes 
conducting inspections 

easier than ever

Saves inspectors time on 
the inspection process and 

increases accuracy and 
organization



Key Features
 » 52580 form is automatically printed on the screen or a printer
 » Attach pictures and document to inspections for easy retrieval
 » Predefined checklist from the standard form HUD-52580
 » Scheduling may be done by address, caseworker, census tract, ZIP code, city, type of inspection, 

etc
 » User-friendly, intuitive interface

UPCS Touch
 » The Elite UPCS Inspections module is a complete inspection system designed to manage every step 

of the inspections process and fulfill REAC’s inspection requirements. The system features a web 
host for scheduling and reporting, and tablet software for inspections. The module uses all pre-
defined REAC-related inspections, but users can also define their own inspection criteria if they so 
choose. The intuitive touch-based design for the tablet offers fast inspection times, drag and drop 
functionality for easy scheduling and an enhanced dashboard that allows for quick updates on the 
inspection health of your properties. 
 
Key Features

 » View descriptions of deficiencies while in the field
 » REAC deficiency guidelines at your finger tips
 » Create multiple types of inspections with ease
 » Mobile / tablet-ready
 » Complete inspections in the field with or without an internet connection
 » Upload results to reduce data entryP
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Give your maintenance team the tools to get more 
done - go mobile!

Ready for a Demo?

   (800) 968-6884    |    www.emphasysPHA.com    |    sales@emphasys-software.com

http://emphasyspha.com/products/schedule-a-demo/
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